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Abstract

In previous work it has been shown that the traditional approach to transport phenomena in bipolar semiconductors is inconsistent. In

particular, the effect of non-equilibrium charge carriers and appropriate boundary conditions are not considered in the literature. We have

proposed an alternative for linear transport but some effects due to the relationship between the fluctuations in the densities of charge carriers

and the temperature gradients were not discussed. Here, we continue our criticism to the conventional treatment and extend the previous

model to discuss transport phenomena in a linear approximation and boundary conditions as applied to plane interfaces. By the first time

charge carriers out of equilibrium, temperature fields, surface and bulk recombination processes, space charge distribution, etc. are

undertaken self-consistently. Our model is contrasted with recent experimental results on the Seebeck coefficient of Cd1KxZnxTe.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is well known that Peltier effect, discovered in 1831, is the

basis for solid thermoelectric cooling. It arises from the fact

that heat extraction or absorption occurs at the contact between

two different conducting media if dc electric current flows

through this contact. The counterpart to Peltier effect is the

Seebeck effect, presented to the physics community by

Oersted in 1823. It is the basis for thermoelectric or current

generation when there exists a temperature field [1]. Common

to both effects is the simultaneous flow of heat and charge and

the presence of contacts between different conducting media,

since the material cannot be homogeneous. These effects

remained without much interest until Ioffe underlined the

importance of semiconductors as thermoelectrics. After more

than 150 years since the essence of both phenomena has been

rather well understood [2], and 50 since Ioffe remarkable work

[1], there is a lack of proper models to take into account many

aspects that are of paramount importance for new applications

in thermoelectric generation and refrigeration [3].
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Our effort is intended to provide a new approach to the

generally accepted theory of solid-state thermoelectricity

within a constructive criticism [4]. Heat flow was the

interest in a recent paper [5]. Thermoelectric generation and

electric transport were reviewed somewhere else [6,7].

Boundary conditions in an electric current contact has been

discussed in another report [8]. Both, heat flow and current

generation involving different kind of charge and heat

carriers (electrons, holes, phonons, pairs, etc.) out of

equilibrium in electric and temperature fields are the subject

of the theory under current development: a new point of

view in transport phenomena [4–10]. The main objective of

this contribution is to give a summary of the work above, to

further develop the new theory as applied to bipolar and

intrinsic semiconductors and to illustrate its use in some

specific situations [11,12]. The increasing search for new

compounds that exhibit superior thermoelectric properties

merits for a careful exam of usual oversimplifications that

are not well justified in current models.
2. Shortcomings of previous approaches

Thermoelectricity, including thermomagnetic effects, is

the study of the interrelated phenomena associated to charge

and heat (energy) carriers. We begin by pointing out some
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Fig. 1. Electric potential distribution for several lengths when quasi-

neutrality condition is not satisfied. Notice that when 2a.[rd,40(x)/40.
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internal inconsistencies present in the conventional descrip-

tion of these transport phenomena in solids. It will be useful

to the purpose of introducing some nomenclature as well. To

start with, the effects of the simplest boundary between any

two materials have been studied only for open circuits [13].

Practically all textbooks begin by imposing additional

conditions to the standard continuity equations (for

simplicity we write them in their one-dimensional form):

djn
dx

Z eRn;
djp

dx
ZKeRp; (1)

where n,p, jn,p and Rn,p are the electron and hole

concentrations, current densities and bulk recombination

rates, respectively. We assume for simplicity that there is not

any external source of carriers by light and other means.

Hence non-equilibrium carriers will arise only from injection

or accumulation of carriers near potential barriers at

interfaces and as a consequence of inhomogeneous thermal

generation in the sample. Let us apply the continuity equation

to the total current, with r the total density of charge,

vr\vtZKdivJ; in the stationary case we obtain

divJ0 Z divðjn C jpÞ Z 0: (2)

These equations are independent, and therefore the

electron and hole bulk recombination rates have to be the

same [14,15]: RnZRp. They are widely written in the form

RnZdn/tn, RpZdp/tp, where dnZnKn0 and dpZpKp0

denote the non-equilibrium concentrations of electrons and

holes, respectively, and tn and tp are their lifetimes. (n, p and

n0, p0 are the full concentrations and the corresponding

equilibrium values.) This condition, leading to dn/tnZdp/tp,

is unphysical, and has to be modified [15]. Notice that dn and

dp in current literature do not contain all contributions to

fluctuations in the charge carriers densities.

A similar difficulty results when considering the

traditional theory to calculate the thermoelectromotive

force (t.e.m.f.) in bipolar semiconductors under open circuit

conditions [4]. Since not only Jo but also jn and jp will be

equal to zero, the chemical potentials of electrons mn and

holes mp cannot be related by the general relationship

mnCmpZK3g, where 3g is the energy gap. The electro-

chemical potentials 4K un

e
and 4C un

e
, is the electron charge,

are thus different and there will be ambiguity in the definition

of the t.e.m.f. One obtains, e.g., that electron and hole power

coefficients have to be identical, which certainly cannot be

correct. Another baseless idea commonly found is to assume

that interband recombination is a sufficient condition for

dnZdp to be fulfilled. There is no proof of this conclusion

and we illustrate situations where it is not valid [15].

In a simple case, that of a homogeneous bipolar

semiconductor electrically neutral and in thermodynamic

equilibrium, one has that the equilibrium electron and hole

concentrations n0 and p0 are not equal and that the law of

mass action is not necessarily valid. Notice, however, that a

built-in electric field will not appear, the temperature is

uniform and the chemical potentials do not change in space
ðm0
n;pZconstantÞ: the electrochemical potential level, con-

stant in space, is common to all particle subsystems.

To examine more complex situations, it is convenient to

introduce a characteristic screening length also called

the Debye radius rd, defined by r2
d ZkBT0=4pe2ðn0Cp0Þ

(the dielectric constant has been taken equal to 1 for

simplicity). Beyond rd a charge just sees a cloud of charge.

Imagine for simplicity that the semiconductor is a finite

sample of length 2a limited by ideal metallic junctions, i.e.

any redistribution of charge in the metal will reside in its

surface. In the semiconductor, it depends on its length

compared to rd. When r2
d /a2, one has quasi-neutrality

[16]. In this case, one can assume that dnZdpZ0 and the

concept of contact potential is a useful one.

When r2
d Ra2, quasi-neutrality is not satisfied and the

concept of contact potential losses its meaning. Both

regimes are illustrated in Fig. 1. In the latter case there

will be a space charge distribution whose width is of the

order of rd. In this case, even under equilibrium conditions,

we have a non-uniform distribution of chemical potentials,

m0
n;pðxÞZm0

n;pðT0ÞCdm0
n;pðxÞ, and it will appear a built-in

electric field. After applying a temperature gradient, there

will appear charge carriers concentration gradients, because

at different points we have different rates of thermal

generation. As a result, the chemical potentials will change,

mn; pðxÞZm0
n;pðxÞCdmn;pðxÞ, but the situation is of local

equilibrium and there will not be space charge distribution.

The above and other more general questions can be

answered satisfactorily under the new scheme. Before

proceeding we mention that to increase the efficiency of

thermoelectrics it has been seen valuable to employ

multilayered materials and other composites. In those

cases, beside fluctuations in the densities of charge carriers

and temperature gradients, appropriate boundary conditions

[8] are likely to be very important for transport phenomena,

particularly since surface effects might be considerably

enhanced.
3. A new approach

In practice one has situations where there are charge

carriers through heterojunctions and there exist
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temperature gradients that cause thermal generation of

carriers. This is more complex since redistribution takes

place and it competes with the thermal generation

process. A direct method consists in solving the dynamic

case J0s0 without quasi-neutrality, and consider the

total non-equilibrium charge carriers concentration. With-

out loss of generality we limit to a linear change in

temperature. We use the following relation for the

recombination rates [6,15]:

Rn Z Rp Z R

Z
1

t
,

1

n0 Cp0

p0d ~n Cn0d ~p K
en0p0

T0

a0
p Ka0

n

� � DT

2a
x

� �
;

(3)

a0
n;p are defined by [17]

a0
n;p ZH

1

e

m0
n;pðT0Þ

T0

K
3

2

� �
; (4)

and tK1ZaðT0Þ!ðn0Cp0Þ, where a(T0) is the capture

factor at T0.

We underline that n0(x) and p0(x) refer to the electron

and hole concentration after the establishment of

thermodynamic equilibrium and that dñ(x) and d ~pðxÞ
include the total variations from diverse mechanisms. In

other words, n(x)Zn0(x)Cdñ(x) and pðxÞZp0ðxÞCd ~pðxÞ.
This is a substantial difference with the conventional

approach, and we discuss its implications in the rest of

this section.

When quasi-neutrality condition is satisfied, the concen-

trations do not depend on coordinates, i.e. n0(x)Zn0(T0) and

p0(x)Zp0(T0). The same happens to the contact potential

40 : 40Z ½m0
nðT0ÞKmm KD3c�=eZconstant. In that case,

the usual expressions in textbooks are valid. Here mm is the

chemical potential of the metal and D3c is the energy

difference between the bottoms of the conduction bands of

the metal and the semiconductor. Within the semiconductor

the electric potential is 40
s Z40 while in the metal it is

40
m Z0. Notice that 40

mðxZHaÞs40
s ðxZHaÞ

When quasi-neutrality condition is not fulfilled, even for

a state of thermodynamic equilibrium there will be

inhomogeneities in the concentrations and they will depend

on coordinates:

n0ðxÞ Z n0ðT0ÞCdn0ðxÞ Z n0ðT0ÞC
n0ðT0Þ

T0

dm0
nðxÞ

and

p0ðxÞ Z p0ðT0ÞCdp0ðxÞ Z p0ðT0ÞC
p0ðT0Þ

T0

dm0
pðxÞ:

The chemical and electric potentials will change in the

same way: 40(x)Z40Cd40(x), m0
nðxÞZm0

nðT0ÞCdm0
nðxÞ,

m0
pðxÞ Zm0

pðT0ÞCdm0
pðxÞ, and one has that dm0

nCdm0
pZ0.

There will appear fluctuations in the electric potential

that will compensate the fluctuations in the chemical
potential [7]

d40ðxÞ ZK40

Chðx=rdÞ

Chða=rdÞ
and

dm
0
nðxÞ ZKe40

Chðx=rdÞ

Chða=rdÞ
;

and now one has that 40
mðGaÞZ40

s ðGaÞ.

The continuity equations have to be supplemented with

appropriate boundary conditions. This has been done

previously [8], with the following results for the metal-

semiconductor interface: jpjxZHaZHeRS, jnjxZHaZ
J0GeRS. Here RS is the surface recombination rate. In a

similar way to the bulk recombination rate, we write for RS

RSðGaÞ Z S,
1

n0 Cp0

p0d ~nðGaÞCn0d ~pðGaÞH
en0p0

T0

�

! a0
p Ka0

n

� � DT

2

�
; ð5Þ

being S the surface recombination velocity.

For the total current J0 we obtain the following condition

[8]:

j0

GsS
n

Z 4sðGaÞK
mS

nðGaÞ

e

� �
K 4mðGaÞK

mm

e

h i
C

D3c

e
:

(6)

Here sS
n is the surface electric conductivity, 4s(Ga),

4m(Ga) are the electric potentials at the semiconductor and

metal surfaces, respectively;mS
nðGaÞ is the electron chemical

potential at the semiconductor surface and mm is the metal

chemical potential.

The semiconductor potential 4s(Ga) is determined from

Poisson equation

d24sðxÞ

dx2
ZK4prðxÞ; (7)

where r(x) is the charge density; 4s(x)Z40(x)Cd4(x);

r(x)Zr0(x)Cdr(x), being r0 the equilibrium charge

density and drðxÞZKe½d ~nðxÞKd ~pðxÞCgðDT=2aÞx�. The

continuity of the electric potential in xZGa with

4(Ka)Z0 and 4ðCaÞZV ZJ0L=sm yields [10]

d2d4

dx2
Z 4peðd ~n Kd ~pÞC4peg

DT

2a
x: (8)

The constant g is given by:

g Z
1

T0

ðn0 Cp0Þ
vmn

vT

� �
TZT0

K
n0m0

n Kp0m0
p

T0

C
3

2
ðn0 Kp0Þ

� �
:

(9)
4. Further comments and conclusions

We have summarized a new approach to transport

phenomena in bipolar semiconductors that is under
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current development. Once one has an equation for the

electric potential that includes the effects mentioned

above and the appropriate boundary conditions, one can

proceed to evaluate many quantities that are required for

applications in thermoelectricity: charge and heat

currents, electric and field temperatures and more directly

measurable quantities like t.e.m.f. One finds that they

depend on surface and bulk recombination rates and on

lifetimes of quasiparticles in an intricate way. Those

effects have to be taken into account for instance to

predict correctly the figure of merit of thermoelectric

devices.

Experimental work have appeared based on our model

[12,18]. They show that the effects are measurable and

significant. A more detailed application where simulation

of the experimental results on Cd1KxZnxTe builds a

bridge between theory and practice will be published

elsewhere.
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